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MAXWELL AFB FORM 18, 20070501
1112215367E
11.0.1.20130826.2.901444
AU55, 20201019
INITIAL APPOINTMENT AS A CIVILIAN FACULTY MEMBER
Prescribed by: AFI 36-116_AUSUP
1.  UNIVERSITY COORDINATION:
2.  APPROVAL:
SECTION II.  STAFF SUMMARY:
3.  ACTION OFFICER:
4.  SUSPENSE:
OFFICE
COORDINATION
NAME, RANK/GRADE, OFFICE SYMBOL
DATE
42 FSS/FSMC
AU/FM
AU/JA
AU/CAO
OFFICE
APPROVAL
NAME, RANK/GRADE, OFFICE SYMBOL
DATE
SECTION I.  COORDINATION/APPROVAL
5.  PURPOSE:
6.  DISCUSSION:
6a.  Faculty Member's Information:
(1) Proposed Numeric Designator:
(2) Proposed Step and Salary:
(3) Proposed Academic Rank:
(4) Proposed MPCN:
(5) Proposed Entry on Duty Date:
(6) Proposed Term Length:
6b.  Summary of Advertisement:
6c.  Summary of Peer Review and Recommendation Processes:
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2.  Core Personnel Document
4.  Selectee's Current CV
5.  Starting Salary Comparison
6.  3R Checklist (if applicable)
7.  Position Designation Record/Tool
8.  Other:
1.  USAJOBS Announcement
TABS:
8a.  NAME, GRADE/RANK, TITLE
8c.  DATE
7. RECOMMENDATION:
8b.  SIGNATURE
INITIAL APPOINTMENT AS A CIVILIAN FACULTY MEMBER (Cont.)
6d.  Summary of Qualifications:
6e.  Analysis:
3.  Selectee's Cover Letter
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NOTE:  All coordination internal to the College/School/Program other than approval should be completed prior to initiating University Coordination.
If any concerns were raised that could not be resolved, mention them in block 6d, Summary of Qualifications.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AU FORM 55
1. University Coordination:  Include date, rank and name of reviewer, office symbol, concur/non-concur, with/without comment, and comments (if with comment).
2. Approval:  Indicate the office symbol of the approval authority in the first field.  Indicate approve or disapprove, with or without comment (include comments in block 7) in the second field.  Include the rank and name of the approval authority, office symbol in the third field, date in the fourth field.
3. AO:  Include rank, name, office symbol, and phone number of the Action Officer.
4. Suspense:  Provide one week from up-loading to TMT.
5. Purpose:  Include the approval authority, recommended initial appointment and term (1 - 5 years), selectee, department/program/school/center and effective date (Entry on Duty).
6.  Discussion
6a. Faculty Member's Information:
(1) Proposed Numeric Designator:  Include the numeric designator from AFI 36-116, paragraph 3.1.3 (AD-21, AD-22, AD-23, AD-24, AD-25, AD-26, AD-27, or AD-28).
(2) Proposed Step and Salary:  Include the step and annual salary from the Faculty Pay Schedule.
(3) Proposed Academic Rank:  Include the recommended academic rank from AUI 36-2602, paragraph 5.6.1 (Instructor, Assistant Professor,
Associate Professor, or Professor).
(4) Proposed MPCN:  Include the position control number against which the new faculty member's CPD will be assigned.
(5) Proposed Entry on Duty Date:  Include the date, month, and year the selectee would begin employment at Air University on this pay plan.
(6) Proposed Term Length:  Include the number of years (1 - 5) for the selectee's initial appointment.  Note that AU/CC must approve an initial
appointment exceeding three years.
6b. Summary of Advertisement:  Indicate all venues in which the position was advertised and for how long.  Summarize other outreach efforts,
to include with minority serving institutions, professional networks, academic conferences, etc.
6c. Summary of Peer Review and Recommendation Processes:  Describe the certificate (number of applicants, number of qualified applicants, 
etc.).  Explain how the recommendation was reached.  Include a summary of the interview, job talk, and peer review process (members, when, 
recommendation).  Include a summary of any other review processes and resultant recommendations.  Indicate any significant differences of 
opinion.  Address how diversity and inclusion were addressed during these processes.
6d.  Summary of Qualifications:  Summarize the faculty member's qualifications to teach anticipated courses, conduct relevant scholarship, and
perform necessary service in support of the program, school/center, AU, and USAF.  Refer to CV and any other attachments for details.
6e.  Analysis:  Summarize how the faculty member's  qualifications and program's needs justify the proposed appointment.  Explain how the
proposed starting salary was determined.  Explain how the proposed academic rank is justified.  Address any areas in which the selectee is not
an ideal hire.  Address any differences in recommendations.
7.  Recommendation:  Include the office symbol of the approval authority, the recommendation to appoint the faulty member, at what academic
rank/numeric designator and step, for how many years, and the effective date (EOD date).
8.  Signature:  The senior administrative faculty member who reports to the approval authority (e.g., Dean).
Tabs:
1.  USAJOBS Announcement.  Additional advertising and outreach addressed in paragraph 6b does not need to be included.
2.  Core Personnel Document.  Ensure it is current and accurate.
4.  Selectee's Current CV.  Ensure it is current, accurate, sufficiently detailed, and supports the summaries, analysis, and recommendation.
5.  Starting Salary Comparison.  Starting salaries, numeric designators, and steps for the center, school, or program's last five civilian faculty
(AD) hires of the same academic rank, regardless of time elapsed.
6.  3R Checklist (if applicable).  Required if relocation incentive will be used in lieu of PCS.
7.  Position Designation Record/Tool.  Required for Civilian Personnel to process the Request for Personnel Action that will execute this form.
8.  Other.  Include additional documentation only if required to support the recommendation.
3.  Selectee's Cover Letter.  Should address all requirements in the announcement.
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